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1111 Winona State's
Homecoming
photo spread

Sarah Brechtl
WINONAN
Like any successful Midwest
parade, crepe paper, candy,
party beads and screaming onlookers dominated the scene
at the hour-long Winona State
University homecoming parade
on Saturday.
Depending on your position
along the route, or maybe just
your overall state of sobriety,
you may have missed the
little incidents in this year's
homecoming parade that will
surely be the highlight of
someone's "remember when"
story.
For those who were out of
Doug Sundin/ WINONAN
town, still sleeping or in need of
Winona State University students lined Huff Street for the homecoming parade Saturday
a little post-weekend refresher,
morning. The parade was one of the many weekend events.
allow me to elaborate on the top
ten highlights:

Play embraces humor, wisdom wit

Kate Weber
WINONAN
"You have cancer." Not
many 21-year-olds have
to deal with hearing these
horrifying words, but senior
theater and journalism major
Meggan Massie hears it every
day.
Massie plays a cancer

Phone: 507) 457-5119

patient in this fall's main
stage production of Margaret
Edson's "Wit."
"Playing Vivian has been
a challenge in many ways—
not only in the sheer volume
of lines, but in internalizing
the character's struggles in
dealing with a life-threatening
disease," Massie said.
Director
and
theater

professor David Bratt agrees.
"To one degree or another,
all of the major roles have
been a great stretch," Bratt
said, "whether it be age, life
or experience."
"Wit," a 1999 Pulitzer
Prize winning play for drama,
is set to run at 7:30 p.m. on

See WIT, Page 13

Presidential
#1:
Spanking
As Winona State President
Judith Rarnaley strolled through
the student section of Saturday's
football game, she was approached
by an overly spirited Winona
State student who proceeded to

See RECAP, Page 5

http://www.winona.edu/winonan

Low student turnout for L21 does not deter Ramaley
Shanthal Perera
WINONAN
Students gave a cold reception to Winona State
University's Learning in the
21st Century symposium
on its opening day Oct. 5.
Prior to the groundbreaking
ceremony of the National Child
Protection Training Center,
also held at the Maxwell Leadership Center, only 87 students
had checked out the displays.
Despite a low student
turn-out, Winona State President Judith Ramaley was upbeat and glad some students
showed interest in the displays.
"It's now visible," Ramaley said. "The promise is turning to reality."
Nancy Jannik, the associate vice president for research, graduate studies and
assessment, expressed the
administration's difficulties in
communicating with students.
"Sometimes they have to
meet us halfway," Jannik said.
More than two dozen programs were showcased for two
days leading into homecoming

.

507-452-8808

weekend, including the Center for the Mississippi River
Studies program, the global
connections project .and cranberry ingestion research.
Because of L21 funding,
many existing Winona State
programs and services, like the
tutoring center, have expanded.
Santhosh Chandrabalan,
a peer tutor, said improved
changes in the tutoring program, such as abolishing
individual academic department tutoring, cuts the runaround and improves the
accessibility to students.
New tutoring centers were
opened in residence halls, in
addition to the two main locations in the Darrell W. Krueger
Library and Phelps Hall.
The tutoring staff was increased and are now rewarded with certification after
completing 25 hours, which
Doug Sundin/ WINONAN
qualifies them for higher pay.
Winona
State
University
President
Judith
Ramaley,
center,
helps
break ground for the
The program's success is
National Child Protection Training Center on Friday, Oct. 6, outside Maxwell Hall. L21 funding
being monitored by tutors,
Chandrabalan said, and with intiated a new child advocacy studies program at Winona State.
the help of surveys the results
have been "encouraging."
sippi River Studies program interdisciplinary study pro- ican history on a houseboat, the
The Center for the Missis- is an example of one of the grams implemented by L21. university's floating classroom,
Students can take general which is leased with L21 funds.
courses like biology and AmerSee L21, Page 6

Senate concedes restriction
on off-campus club accounts
Look For The
Boat At
Main &

Amber Dulek
WINONAN

Strengthening your personal skills is not the only
benefit of joining the Army. You can also receive
cash bonuses and money for college. If you qualify,
you can receive a $40,000 Enlistment Bonus, $65,000
College Loan Repayment or $71,000 from the Army
College Fund. Find out more at GOARMY.COM or

STtIDENT HOUSES

re

RPFIRTNIENTS

1-800-USA-ARMY.

For more
information call

507-454-0990
ask about our
student loan
repayment

Where: 1215 GILMORE AVE STE D, WINONA MN, 55987
When: Monday to Friday 9 AM - 5 PM
Who: Your Local Army Recruiter

tweagteatilverianagentrittOri

"milk grenOttixicom
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After almost six months
of hot debate, headaches and
confusion, the Winona State
University student senate
unanimously relented to allow
off-campus banking for student clubs.
"I'm glad that's over," said
Kari Winter, senate vice president. "I think this will work
out best for clubs."
The new ruling was fueled
by the Tri Sigma sorority's opposition to the senate's threat
of revoking their club status
for holding an off-campus account for the past 15 years.
Emily Sipe, Tri Sigma trea-

surer, contested the hassle of
accessing funds, especially individual member's money used
to pay national dues through
the Winona State business office.
"A big weight has been
lifted off my shoulders," said
Sipe. "I have been worrying
and stressing over this."
Tri Sigma vice president
Jacki Hight said, "We don't
have to lie anymore!"
The amendment to the student activity fund committee
rules, proposed by technology
chair Kristina Durivage, does
not give clubs permission to
use student life funds in off-

See ACCOUNTS, Page 6

Democrat Tim Walz challenges incumbent Republican Gil Gutknecht for Minne
sota's First District seat on U.S. Congress.
Elena Grimm
WINONAN
Candidates for Minnesota's
FirstCongressionalDistrictseat
Gutknecht:
Incumbent, seeking 7th term
Walz: Mankato teacher who
servedabout24yearsintheMinnesota National Guard before
retiring last year with the rank
of command sergeant major

Q:What is the
next step for the
U.S. to take in
the war in Iraq?
Gutknecht: "Iraq is frustrating. The only answer is to
push more of the responsibility to policing the streets of
Iraq back to the Iraqis. In the
end, it's their country, their future. And it's not just about
Iraq. We have a special responsibility as the sole surviving superpower. It is the
moral strength of the United
States that will bring down
this Islamic fascism. I think
the president's made a mistake in referring to it as the
War on Terror, it's the war
against militant Islam. Even
if we pulled our troops out of
Iraq, the problem wouldn't
go away. I'm not sure the
United States can stabilize
Iraq. This„ is a very Republican, idea, it's called personal
responsibility and Iraqis have
not taken responsibility."
Walz: "Things are not
fine, and they haven't been
fine for quite some time. Con'
9/11 there were estimates by
the CIA, we had 20,000 AlQuaida members. There are

Q:What will you
do for higher
education?

now 50,000. We are creating
more. What we saw in Kosovo
and Bosnia, when we got to a
certain threshold of electrical
generating capacity—sewage,
water— the violence rates
dropped off. Iraq is functioning at the base. They don't
have the safety, security and
those needs met. There needs
to be a time table for, when
those things were done. We've
got three hours of electricity in Baghdad, no sewage or
clean water, the unemployment rate of males ages 16 to
35 is running about 80 percent. They have too much time
on their hands to be frustrated
with what America's done.
We have to show others- that
if they come and help- us, we
are not going to stay in Iraq.
We're going to build their
economy and get them going."

Gutknecht: "I'm not sure
we can do much about the rising costs. There are factors beyond our control. We have in
the last 10 years granted students PELL grants and other
student loans thatare available.
But whenever I talk to college
officials I say 'You've got
to do more to keep the cost
down' because we can't keep
up with 10 percent inflation
rates of tuition. The federal
budget is growing at about
5 percent, inflation rate is 3
percent so in effect we do
have more money than inflation, but we can't keep up
with. 10 percent inflation. We
need some help from college
administration and they're
going to have to look at the
costs. Every business has to."
Walz: "We have a country who has changed its
priorities in investing in

Can't fight the bug that is
going around?
WSU Student Health Services can help you fight a cold
and/or any other health issue. Services available to students
are convenient, affordable, and confidential. To make an
appointment with any one of the available doctors, nurse
practitioners, or registered nurses please call or stop in.

WSU Student Health Services

f

Located on the 1st floor of Maxwell, Room 124

ry

Hours
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday: 8:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Wednesday: &oo a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
Friday: 8:00 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.
*Closed Weekends & Student 13reaks

Contact Student Health Services at (507)-457-5160
or visit www.winono.edu/healthservices for
more information about services provided.

the young. We're making it
harder for you to go to school
and more expensive in a world
that is increasingly a global
competition. The Chinese are
building 800 new universities.
The budget reconciliation bill
that went through that made it
more expensive, especially on
student loans. That was crafted
by the banking associations.
Why would the bankers want
interest rates to go up 2.5 per-

cent on student loans? So they
can make more money. If it
were up to me you'd receive a
public education through your
college years with very little
cost on you. Previous generations invested in me. We are not
investing in you. Some people
ask, 'How are you going to pay
for it?' All I have to say is $300
million per day. That's Iraq."

See CONGRESS, Page 7

Worried
about
regnancy?
Birthright
can
hel
For more than 30 years, Birthrig has
•
help thousands of students worried about
pregnancy. Our friendly volunteers offer
free and anonymous pregnancy tests,
answers to questions, referrals to
community services and, most
important, a friend to listen.
All of our help is free and confidential.
Call anytime: 452-2421
930 W Fifth St.
24-hour Hotline: 1-800-550-4900
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National
Corning Out
Day

Eunie ACsaker
Jennifer Anderson
Xim Bates
Jane Baures
Tamara Berg
hae C Bow Cer
David Bratt
Rob BrauCt
Cyndi Briggs
.Marilyn Brower
Elizabeth, Burke
.Marianna Byman
Jane Carducci,
Ruth Charles
Beth Cherne
John Collins
.Mary Coughlan
WSU Faculty and Staff Members and
Deb Cumberland
Administrators support lesbian, gay,
Joy B. Davis
bisexual, and transgender students and
'Vicki Eng Cich
their allies during National Coming Out
tiffany Ertman
Day and every other day of the year.
EmiCie FaCc
Cathleen yaruque
John yerden
Pat yerden
Juan C. Fernandez-Iglesias
Joan Francioni
Ann Golden
..Amy .9-fermodson
Xen craetz
Ayr-1C Herndon
Yogesh, Grover
Xetry .9-ferold
Nlaureen Guillou
Alex 3-fines
Elizabeth .9-farrison
Janet Hines
Susan 3-fatfieCd
Curt 3-fohenstein
dim 3-fatfield
Drake 3-fokanson
Jenny .9-leg land
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CoCette Hyman
Jennifer Jepson
.91eather Jett
J Taut-Johnson
.Caren Johnson
Cindy XiCCion
Xihyun Xim
Tess Arrick Xruger
Nlary XiCey Lange
XendaCCLarson
Frederick lee
Steve leonhardi
.Cara Lindaman
Dan Lintin
Nlatt Lungerhausen
Carole _Mad-land
Sharon Mansur
Jim _Meyers
Gretchen .MichCitsch
ivlic Nauman
Nlargaret Nelson
Elizabeth Oness
dd Paddock
Diane Palm
Erin Peters
Wayne C. Ripley
PauCa ScheeveC
Cathy Schmidt
Ruth Schroeder
Ellen Severson
Xaren Solverson
.Cathryn Sullivan
Rod-Winters
Amy 'WowCaroCZiehCsdorf

RECAP
hug and dance around her.
According to Michon Mulder, a Winona State student
who said she witnessed the
encounter, the spirited student began twirling Ramaley
around and shouting "You're
the most beautiful woman in
the world!"
As security started swarmed
in like the secret service to
escort the student away, he
slapped President Ramaley on
the butt.
"It wasn't even a little tap,"
said Mulder.
Mulder said she has created
a Facebook group in honor of
the unorthodox gesture.
#2: National Guard
Superwoman

A Winona State female student decided to lend more than
a hand for her country as the
Minnesota National Guard jeep
drove past.
With the power and grace
of a modern-day, female Clark
Kent, she dove into the jeep
and turned to pose for a picture, while lying across the laps
of the passengers.
Apparently, the National
Guard's motto "Always There,
Always Ready" applies to college parades as well.
#3: Tree Climber

Winona State freshman Matt
Hoenk was enjoying the parade
just like everyone else when a
few of his friends noticed a
string of beads hanging from a
tree across the street.
Hoenk decided to take action.
"I saw them, so I just ran
across the street and starting jumping up and shaking
branches," Hoenk said. "It
was just my objective, when
I put my mind to something,
I'm going to do it."
Though Hoenk did not
manage to retrieve the
beads, no trees or any property was damaged in this
ambitious display of priorities.
#4: One big happy
family

Continued from Page 1

Interaction between Winona State students and Winona
community members is rare
unless it's related to an unruly
party, vandalism or another situation requiring law enforcement officials.
Saturday morning was different.
Community members and
students stood shoulder-toshoulder without confrontation
or conflict.
Tanya Schmidt, a Winona
resident and Winona State's assistant registrar, has attended
homecoming parades for the
past four years with her husband and their four-year-old
son, Remington.
"The kids love it, and so
do the community members,"
Schmidt said.
No group demonstrated this
connection more than the Maxwell Children's Center.
Children, parents and Winona State students and employees walked together behind
their group's banner showing
off their purple pride, and their
special partnership.
#5: Battle for the Bazooka

A particular piece of thrown
candy looked irresistibly delicious to two Winona State female students as playful pushing and shoving turned into a
heated physical fight.
No blood was shed and no
punches actually connected,
but the two-minute altercation
was filled with profanities and
anger.
Neither girl picked up the
candy.
#6: Political Karoke

Minnesota Senate candidate
Brenda Johnson marched in the
parade with a typical array of
dedicated followers, stickers,
buttons and posters, and for
this special occasion, music
and a microphone.
As Johnson's group approached with Little Big
Town's "Boondocks" blaring,
an overly excited Winona State
female jumped onto the truck
flat bed, grabbed the microphone from Johnson's supporter and proceeded to belt out the
popular tune.
The student was helped off
the truck after a few seconds of
serenading.
#7: Student Senate's
Fine Print

The Winona State student
senate incorporated the Las
Vegas theme into their parade
float with signs hanging from
a decorated hot rod saying,
"We won't gamble with your
money."
What most students probably didn't see was words,
"But we'll buy couches with
it!" scribbled below the
promise.
The fine print referred to
President Soderberg's unauthorized summer expenditure
for a couch and loveseat set
for the senate office.
4

#8:
'Shout'

The Greeks

Men wearing togas and
dancing around a plastic, cartoon Trojan warrior is always
worthy of a few chuckles.
More than a dozen members of the Pi Lambda Phi
fraternity enjoyed a moving dance party as "Shout,"

Interested in spiritual things?
Corrie and see what's going on

Coffey and
a different kind of church Bagels
10:30
Service
402 Main Street
1100
Across from Memarial

blared from a laptop.
Even Wazoo, impersonated by
fraternity brother Kellen Gullifor, joined the party. •
#9: Future Warriors
Pumped up the Crowd

Youth football players amplified the crowd nearly as
much as the loud music and
whatever substance was in students' Nalgene bottles.
More than a dozen young
players from a local youth football league dressed in full pads
and uniform and ran along the
sidewalks high-fiving Winona
State students and community
members.
The boys were encouraged
with pats on the back and loud

Ty

cheers from the "sidelines."
#10:
All-American
sightings

Former Winona State basketball standout and two-time
All-American David Zellman
graced adoring fans and took
a shot, which he drained, of
course, at the moving hoop
atop the men's basketball team
float.
Surely Zellman will one
day be seated aside the likes of
Wayne Wicka, a former Winona State football standout and
2006 Hall of Fame inductee,
who also rode in the parade.
Reach Sarah Brecht' at SABrecht8935@winona.edu

MAYO CLINIC

Nursing Graduates
Paid interview expenses
Generous relocation package
Benefits start first day
Tuition assistance
Competitive salaries
Continuing Education
Mayo Clinic Nursing in Rochester, Minnesota invites
new graduates to embark on an adventure and discover
unparalleled opportunities for career mobility and
growth. Our hospitals are world-renowned acute care
teaching facilities where quality nursing is our tradition
and mission.
For the new graduate we offer clinical and classroombased orientation to foster professional and personal
growth and development. A primary preceptor is
assigned to ensure a successful transition from
student to professional.
To apply or learn more about nursing opportunities
for new graduates at Mayo Clinic, please visit
www.mayoelinic.org/jobs-nursing-rst.
Phone: 800-562-7984
E-mail: nursing.hr.staffing@mayo.edu
Mayo Clinic is an affirmative action and
equal opportunity educator and employer.
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L21
The symposium included programs that were not funded
by L21, like Gov. Pawlenty's
Center of Excellence display, because they were of the
"same spirit," Ramaley said.
Since its inception by former Winona State President
Darrell W. Krueger as the
"Winona Experience" and
the "New University," L21
has been a contentious issue.
Jannik said the progfam
has almost completed Phase
II, or the expansion stage,
which focuses on interdisciplinary and communitybased learning initiatives.
The third stage will be a combination of new programs and
a broadening of existing pro-

Continued from Page 2
grams, according to Ramaley.
Ben Bicknese, a mass communication major, appreciates L2 1 's impact on his field.
A L21 grant allowed the
broadcast department to purchaseprofessional qualityvideo
cameras and editing software.
"It puts us in today's
market," Bicknese said.
Bicknese acknowledged
that not every student can
see the same benefits in
their departments, a concern
also raised by student senate president Carl Soderberg.
Soderberg said it was important to know if all students
are benefiting from L21 because everyone is paying for it.
The displays help under,

stand what specific initiatives
have accomplished, Soderberg said, but there were still
concerns about their funding.
Soderberg would like to
see a cost and benefit analysis to ensure that L21 is worth
student time and money.
Jared Stene, the senate's student services chair, has openly
criticized the funding andthe administration's handling of L21.
"It looks exactly like
the New U," Stene said,
"Same spin, different name."
Stene wanted the administration to show what
wouldn't exist without L21
funds while pressing for assessment data and a budget
breakdown of the initiatives.

"Before we move on, we
need to step back until we get
these," Stene said, "The administrators know we're after
this and we must make sure
we don't make the same mistake we did a few years ago."
It all comes down to dollars and cents, Stene said.
Ramaley dismissed the idea
that L21 increases student tuition and said the initiative
would remain as one percent
of the university's budget.
L21 funding for 2006-07
is $560,000 of the $70 million university budget, in
which $40 million is generated from student tuition.
1.4 percent
of each
student's tuition bill fi-

ACCOUNTS

Had my first class today, and
my tuition will be paid in full.
Some people think college is
too expensive but I found a
way.

mKtrsr..ity,

Get ahead in life with the
r . Call now!
• Up to 100% Tuition Assistance • Leadership Training

1-800-GO-GUARD • www. 1 -800-G0-GUARD. c om
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campus accounts.
Student life funds, such as
starter budgets and special requests offered by student senate, must still remain in the Winona State business office.
According to the amendment, campus clubs may open
any type of bank account at the
institution and location of their
choice with their personal and
club-generated money.
For example, the money
fundraised from a club dinner
or event could be deposited in
an off-campus account.
If a club should choose to
start an off-campus account,
they must show proper documentation, including the name
of the account and where it is
held, to the student senate treasurer.
The faculty adviser for a
club should have full access to
the account and approve all expenditures
The amendment said a club's
constitution needs to address
what they will do in case they
overdraft or other financial
problems.
Any liability on behalf of
Winona State was abolished by
the amendment, which states:
"Any problems with the account will be dealt with be-

nances the L21 program.
Ramaley said L21 creates partnerships between the
university and communities
in southeastern Minnesota,
which opens new possibilities for students and faculty
to use what they've learned.
Many students may not
know their courses are
supported by L21 funds.
"It's not like radio where
at the end it goes 'this
course was brought to you
by L21, "' Ramaley said.
Reach Shanthal at SJPerera6454@winona.edu .

Continued from Page 2
tween the financial institution
and the club."
Clubs with national affiliation, like Tri Sigma, usually have restrictive spending
guidelines, Hights said.
"We need to have two signatures on every check as a safeguard," said Stephanie Pinski,
Tri Sigma president. "Now, Joe
Reed, our adviser, must sign
off too."
Tri Sigma events, such as
rush parties, require a detailed
plan to be approved four weeks
in advance by the national organization, Pinski said.
"Sororities are not like they
used to be," Sipe said.
Unlike Tri Sigma, not all
campus clubs are bound by
strict national guidelines.
"It will be interesting to see
how clubs with no national
rules handle off-campus accounts," Winter said.
Lindsay Stepflug, senate
treasurer, said the new ruling
will allow senate to work more
freely with clubs than in the
past.
"It will be a lot more open
instead of all the secrecy,"
Stepflug said.

CONGRESS
Q: What is the
most important
thing that needs
to change in
health care?
Gutknecht: "Health care
hasn't been, since about 1960,
a very competitive market
place. But there are models
emerging that will help it become more competitive. For
example, health savings accounts are a very good way to
control costs. People are able
to put money into an account
to pay for health care costs.
It works like a debit card and
cuts down on all the paperwork. They get a refundable
tax credit, subsidized by the
federal government if unable
to save in the account. The
consumer has an advantage to
control their cost. When people realize that it's their money
coming out of this account,
they're much more pithy with
what they spend. Another new
model that's emerging is Minute Clinics. People can join
these for about $39 a month
– pretty inexpensive. You combine that with the health savings account and you've got a
relatively inexpensive health

plan that meets the needs of 95 marketplace. Some say that
percent of Americans. There the only option is for the govare models emerging that will ernment to run health care. If
help control costs in a compet- the government runs it, it will
itive marketplace. Some say be less efficient, there will be
that the only option is for the less incentive for doctors and
government to run health care. medical procedures to be more
If the government runs it, it innovative. The institutions
will be less efficient, there will that have led the way with
be less incentive for doctors medical innovation will graduand medical procedures to be ally fade away. You've got a
more innovative. The institu- lot of the control of the health
tions that have led the way with care system concentrated in
medical innovation will gradu- the hands of the guys who run
ally fade away. You've got a the HMOs, the big insurance
lot of the control of the health companies and the big hospicare system concentrated in tal administrators. Put more
the hands of the guys who run power in the hand of the conthe HMOs, the big insurance sumer to break up the market
companies and the big hospi- power and drive down costs."
Walz: "We need universal
tal administrators. Put more
power in the hand of the con- health care coverage for two
sumer to break up the market reasons: economically impospower and drive down costs." sible for our companies to
Walz: "We need universal compete anymore and from a
emerging is Minute Clinics. moral standpoint I feel it's a
People can join these for about right not a privilege. There's
$39 a month – pretty inexpen- a difference between universal
sive. You combine that with health care and governmentthe health savings account controlled health care. Uniand you've got a relatively versal health care means we're
inexpensive health plan that going to get everyone covered
meets the needs of 95 percent on insurance. There is going to
of Americans. There are mod- be some cost in this but I could
els emerging that will help argue a sick nation or a nation
control costs in a competitive that gets its health care via the

emergency room is much more
expensive than investing in
it. The first thing I would do
is first cover all our children,
then our seniors and our veterans. I don't know if it's going to be single payer. I would
be willing to say that maybe
there's room for the private insurers to be a part of this. To
administer Medicare, about
two cents of every dollar goes
to paper work and administration. My Blue Cross program
costs about 23 cents per dollar.
Now I'm not against insurance
companies making money but
when I see the CEO making
$140 million, especially when
our premiums are going up."

Q: What isyour
proposal for
taxes?

Continued from Page 3
Gutknecht: "My plan for
taxes is simple: keep the code
the way it is. If you repeal tax
cuts it would cost the average
family in Minnesota an extra
$2,396 a year. It's presupposed
that the federal government
can spend that $2,396 smarter
than your family can, and I
don't believe that. Eventually
I want to convert our income
sales tax code to a national
sales tax. It would encourage
people to invest and save."
Walz: "The philosophy is
that if they take away taxes
from people, they will have
the money to reinvest and that
will grow the economy. That
has not worked. History has
shown us that a society that is
more progressive on their taxes will have better prosperity."

WinAir offers skyline view of fall colors
Jen Moran
Special to the WINONAN

The changing colors ofthe Hiawatha River Valley can be seen
from 2,500 feet in a scenic flight
that offers its passengers a new
way to enjoy the season of fall.
The flights are in a Cessna
passenger plane and flown by
a commercial pilot rated by the
Federal Aviation Administration. The high-winged plane
offers great shots of the changing colors of the river valley and
passengers are encouraged to
bring cameras. Each plane can
carry up to three passengers.
The fall colors are being featured through Oct. 20
but the flights are ongoing
throughout the year. The preferred flying times are during the early mornings or late
afternoons to early evenings

but night flights are available.
Certified Flight Inc., a flight
training school located at Winona airport, offers several flight
packages. There is a tour of
Winona, a northwest tour that'll
follow the Mississippi River
from Winona to the Chippewa
River and Lake Pepin and a
southeast tour that will follow
the Mississippi River from Winona toward La Crosse, Wis.
The Winona package is 15
minutes and will cost $30. The
northwest and southeast tours
are each a 50-mile loop and
$65 or for a combined total
cost of $110. There are custom flights offered anywhere
within 25 nautical miles from
WinAir, the fixed base operator at the Winona airport.
"The scenic rides are given year-round but this year
we're featuring the fall colors

in the Hiawatha River Valley specifically for the WSU
students," said George Bolon, physics professor at
Winona State and Director
of Operations at WinAir.
Bolon says the flights
are fun—and suggests that
students who like it sign
up for his Fundamentals of
Aviation course and learn
how to fly themselves.
"The scenic flights offer
Winona State students a new
activity and a new viewpoint
of the area surrounding Winona," said John Sweetser, a
pilot at the Winona airport.
For reservations or more
information call (507)
452-1937, visit www.winairaviation.com or send
an e-mail to certifiedflightinc @w in airav iati on .corn.

Thinking about getting your M.B.A.?
The University of St. Thomas'
relevant, principled, personal
approach prepares leaders to make a
difference in global business. Come
visit us on your college campus to
learn more about the Full-time
UST MBA. For visit dates, go to

www.stthomas.edu/mbavisit or call
(800) 328-6819, Ext. 8800.
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AIM profiles need a bit of quote editing
Carl Hunter
Op/Ed Columnist
During my downtimes in
class, there's one thing that I've
find myself doing quite a bit:
checking AIM away messages
and profiles.
We all do it, mostly without
thinking or caring.

The best part is that it doesn't
even matter if we talk to the person or remember who he or she
is; we simply have to check their
profiles.
I n
these
profiles
we find
many
things:
links to
spring
break
p i c - tures, beer pong records, song
quotes, favorite sports teams,
mushy love notes and quotes.
Quotes, lots and lots of
quotes.
I've come to notice that
there's three types of quotes:

funny, motivating and stupid.
The funny ones often originate from their friends and stay
in the profile for a few weeks.
Example: "I mean I could
put a fancy title on it like 'currency exchange specialist' but
it would just be like dressing
up a porn star and calling her
a lady."
Sometimes they only make
sense to their own little group.
Inside jokes leave the rest of us
wondering 'what the ****?'
Example: "team X-TREME
INVASION"
"POWER TO THE PEOPLE"
Then there are the motivational quote types, putting a
little, giddy-up in our lives.
Example: "Dance as though
no one is watching,

Love as though you
have never been hurt before,
Sing as though no one can
hear you,
Live as if heaven is on
earth."
Or...
"`I'm Bringin Sexy Back'
—Justin Timberlake, motivational speaker."
The list goes on...
Of course, there are always
the plainly stupid ones.
"'A wise girl kisses but
doesn't love, listens but doesn't
believe, and leaves before she
is left!' by Marilyn Monroe."
(Wow what a great life motto. Marilyn Monroe was married 3 times, suicidal and died
at the age of 36 by supposedly
overdosing on sleeping pills.)
"The only people you need

in your life are the ones that
prove they need you in theirs."
(Who wants to be friends
with a bunch of needy people?)
"Don't throw stones if you
live in glass houses."
(How about everybody stops
throwing rocks!)
"Our enemies are innovative
and resourceful, and so are we.
They never stop thinking about
new ways to harm our country
and our people, and neither do
we.' –George W. Bush."
(No comment.)
Please remember to avoid
showcasing your own stupidity when adding things to your
profile.
Reach Carl Hunter at CRHunter6218@winona.edu .

Lessons to be learned from killings
Samuel KeaneRudolph
Op/Ed Columnist

The opinions of this newspaper do not reflect those of the
MnSCU system, Winona State
University, its faculty, staff or
student body. Any questions or
comments should be directed
to the Winonan publication
board, editors or submitted as
letters to the editor.
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When I finally stopped my
two-month long boycott of the
news last week, I thought I had
time-warped back to April of
1999, watching SWAT teams
surrounding Columbine High
School and seeing students
fleeing out windows and doors.
Harris and Klebold are long
gone, but the anger and hate
that controlled them is evidently alive and well. We can
talk about what made Charles
Roberts, a quiet milkman in
Lancaster County, Penn., enter
an Amish schoolhouse and execute five young girls. We can
wonder if there was some way
that it could have been prevented.
We can blame Roberts, his
sexual perversions, the death
of his own young daughter, the
availability of firearms, depression, psychosis or anything else
you care to name. When gunshots echoed through the school

Kate Weber, Editor-in-Chief

hallways of the past, we blamed
everyone from Marilyn Manson to the National Rifle Association, violent video entertainment,
to Nazi
propaganda in

Rammstein songs, the internet,
to social cliques, bad parenting
and to the Anarchist's Cookbook.
Schools around the country
have been turned into fortresses of metal detectors, security
guards, transparent backpacks,
zero tolerance policies and
school shooter profiles. Despite
a Secret Service report that
physical security measures like
these were largely irrelevant,
schools and parents have taken
comfort in them.

winonan@winona.edu

What the report found was
that the best way to identify and
stop a potential school shooter
was to monitor the way they
behaved, proving once again
that the problem is not any of
the factors offered as reasons
for such horrifying murder
sprees. The problem lies within
each individual's day-to-day
choices.
And that is also where the
solution lies. In the relentless
urge to do something, politicians, school administrators,
parents, teachers and students
have floundered from one policy to another, trying to nail
down a sure-fire cure for such
violence. But the heart of the
matter is inside the heart, and
it's easier to propose new security measures than to examine
our own hearts.
The real lesson to learn is not
how to prevent the violence—
as long as humanity is human,
we'll have violence—but how
to deal with it.
The lesson is taught by an

Amish grandfather, standing
next to the body of his granddaughter, teaching other children about forgiveness.
The lesson is taught by the
Amish who went to their childrens' killer's funeral to support
his widow and children.
The lesson is taught by Amish
fundraisers and the anonymous
donors of thousands to care for
Marie Roberts and her three
daughters.
The lesson is about forgiveness and reaching out to touch
and heal other wounded hearts,
binding them together to make
them stronger.
The lesson can prove once
and for all that bitter drops of
anger and hate can be drowned
in a flood of forgiveness and
peace.
Reach Samuel KeaneRudolph at SKeaneRu4088@winona.edu.

(507) 457-5119

Ashley Heydt
Guest Columnist
One day last week I realized
that I would be graduating in
May and had yet to participate
in a college homecoming. For
whatever reasons, I had never
seen the homecoming parade,
never worn matching Winona
State T-shirts, never attended
a Warrior sporting event and
certainly never mixed a drink
before 10 a.m.
However, this year I decided
it was probably a must-do and I
wasn't going to hold anything
back. Yet, as I sat on my couch
Sunday night, sleepy-eyed and

still clothed in my pajamas
from the night before, I had
mixed feelings about
the weekend's revelry.
Was homecoming
worth the exhaustion
and panic I experienced trying to cram
a weekend's worth of
homework into one
night? Was it worth
the gurgling stomach,
dehydration and fatigued muscles?
After reliving the weekend as
I loaded pictures from my digital camera onto my computer, I
knew the answer—it was.
Obviously, I realize that the

main purpose of college is to
get a good education that will
eventually help
us acquire good
jobs. However,
college is also
about having fun
with friends and
making memories.
Sadly, the fun
never seems to
come without
consequence. After a weekend
of tailgating, playing drinking
games and "Kegs and Eggs,"
our bodies are in desperate
need of some R & R, which is
usually hard to come by in a

• Take a break from booze
college setting. While I can't
prescribe anything for getting for awhile. Our organs can
that ten-page paper written, I take up to two weeks to fully
do have some tips for taking recover from a hangover.
care of your worn-out bodies:
• Eat foods containing salt
• Drink lots of water. (Al- and potassium, both of which
though this seems obvious, it is are depleted by drinking alcohol.
often overlooked.)
Instead
of
staying
up
late
• Pop a Tylenol and take a
•
to get stuff done, try going to nap (if you can fit one in). This
bed early and waking up early is probably the best cure of all.
All I have left to say is—It's
in the morning.
a
good
thing homecoming only
• Take a daily vitamin if
you're not eating your recom- comes once a year.
mendated amount of fruits,
veggies and dairy products.
• Avoid caffeine; it will do
more harm than good at this
point.

idiots like Salyards are allowed
to serve in public office and
hinder the efforts of those attempting to create a larger tax
base/ increase public services.
The police chief sounds like a
solid dope as well. If he thinks
"munchie" refers to drugs than
perhaps he has been drinking
cocaine (www.drinkcocaine.
com)
Regardless, I hope that both
the brat wagon and its city
counterparts can come to an
amiable agreement.
Write to your city council
and constructively voice your
opinions.

ma and their off-campus account. In a decision reached by
SAFC last year, and passed as
a committee recommendation
UNANIMOUSLY through the
student senate in the last meeting of Spring Semester 2006,
the status of Sigma Sigma
Sigma is now revoked. There
should be no question about
that, but the Senate has decided
that the issue needs to be revisited. Their solution: To change
the SAFC rules to allow clubs
to have an off-campus account
under the stipulation that the
club provide the business office
with bank statements on a regular basis.
I can see two problems that
exist with this solution.
1: Student senate cannot require a club with an off-campus
account to provide any information. Given this apparent
lack of power, student senate is
basically making empty threats.
Given their acquiescence when
under pressure from only two
clubs, I don't see student senate
being willing or able to hand
out punishment to any club
with an off-campus account if

they fail to provide the required
statements.
2: - The decision was already
made. The motion that was
passed in the last student senate
meeting of the last academic
year states simply that if Sigma
Sigma Sigma, among other
clubs, failed to comply with
the SAFC then their club status
would be revoked, period, end
of discussion. I am a little disappointed that this year's student senate does not have the
intestinal fortitude to stand up
to the club, even though it has
a .position on the issue already
defined. And now, facing more
pressure, they fold like a cheap
card table. Can the student
body really count on people
who would rather change their
minds then stick to a decision?
Can we count on people who
say they want to fight the good
fight, fight for what's right, but
can't even tell one club no?
I don't know about everyone
else, but the prospect of that
scares the hell out of me.

Letters to the Editor
`Munchie Cart' deserves a
fair chance
Kristian L. Hansen
100 Park Avenue
24th Floor
New York, New York
212-758-3131
What a preposterous position
your city council has decided to
take. They should be ashamed
that they are inhibiting the entrepreneurial spirits of three
young students.
Shame on Deb Salyards and
the police chief for their slander of this opportunity. As stated in the article, McDonald's,
Taco Bell or anyone of these
disgusting fast food franchises
produces multiples of garbage
during a 6:00 a.m. opening to
2:30 a.m. close—no where near
that of a small vendor. I should
know having lived in NYC for
the last five years and in San
Francisco for almost two decades before.
In working with start-up
companies who have recently
been funded it vexes me that

Senate solution ignores
previous decision
Jonathon Jacob
Senior
Broadcasting Major
As a former WSU student
senator, and former Vice Chair
of the Student Activities Fee
Committee, I have first-hand
knowledge of the situation
involving Sigma Sigma Sig-
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Winona State University
hosts presentation to raise awareness of femicide
Stephanie Magnuson
WINONAN
Since 1993, almost 450
women were abducted from the
Mexican cities of Juarez and
Chihuahua. The women were
raped or murdered and some
still remain missing.
Winona State University
hosted a presentation titled
"Justice for Women on the Border, Stop Femicide!" about the
killing of women on the Mexican-United States border.
Patricia Cervantes, a mother
of a femicide victim, and Cory
Banton of the Mexico Solidarity Network, spoke to Winona
State students and staff about
Mexico's growing femicide
problem.
"We call them femicides because they are women dying
simply because they are women," Cervantes said.
The Mexico Solidarity

Network's mission statement
states that the organization is a
"grassroots-based organization
dedicated to profound social
change that challenges existing
power relationships and builds
alternatives."
The 8-year-old organization focuses on
creating social and political change for these
women who have gone
missing from their jobs
at low-paying factories.
Cervantes has a
personal tragedy linked to
this growing problem: her 17year-old-daughter, Neyra, went
missing in 2003 and her bones
were found two months later,
stripped of all human flesh.
Cervantes' husband and
nephew were accused of
Neyra's murder.
As a result they were tortured
and jailed. Cervantes' husband

was jailed for one day but her
nephew was jailed for three
years and released in April.
Cervantes' story is a common tale in these cities where
Mexico's government and po-

lice are doing very little to protect its citizens against violent
crimes, Banton said.
The MSN believes men in
powerful positions are responsible for the femicides.
"Citizens are supposed to
be respected," Cervantes said,
"But instead, they're (the government) serving people in the
powerful community."

Register today for

NORTHWEST ERN
HEALTH. SCIENCES UNIVERSITY'S
1
5
i Registration deadline is 1
I Oct.
$,

I

13, 2006.
I

For registration information
call the Office of Admissions at t

(800) 888.4777,
ext. 409,
OF

(952) 885•5409,
Or register online at

www,nwhealth.edu

CAREER DAY
21

RDAY
from 10 a,rm until 2 p,ra,

Northwestern Health Sciences University has an international reputation
as an innovative leader in natural health care education.

Here is what you can expect at Career Day:
• Learn about exciting careers in chiropractic, acupuncture, Oriental medicine
and massage therapy;
• Meet faculty, students, staff, and hear from recent graduates;
• Tour our campus and participate in hands-on demonstrations;
• Receive admissions and financial aid information;
• Enjoy a complimentary lunch with current students.

NORTHWESTERN HEAI.TH SCIENCES UNIVERSITY •

2501 VV. 84th St.• Minneapolis, MN 55431
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The MSN believes fair trade,
instead of free trade, is a key
factor for implementing change
to the growing problem.
Free trade - trading between
countries free from govern-

"I had no knowledge of the
things going on in Juarez and
Chihuahua prior to this event,"
said sophomore nursing major
Annie Stadstad, "Getting the
word out on places like college
campuses is important, because
in the very near future, it's going to be solely up to my generation to put a stop to things
like this."
Banton said students can
help by writing letters to politicians about fair trade.
"Students have a lot of
weight," Banton said, "They
mental restrictions or duties have a lot power."
- is viewed negatively because
The MSN also has a series
there is no agreement between of educational opportunities
the manufacturer and retailer including a fair trade and alabout a specific price, as in fair ternative economy internship
trade.
program and a 14-week study
According to Banton, this abroad program in five Mexileads to lower pay for Mexican can cities.
workers and impoverished lifeThe Winona State women
styles and crime.
and gender studies program
One of the many goals of sponsored the event.
MSN is to create awareness
Reach Stephanie Magnuson
through campus advocacy. The at SEMagnus1264@winona.
organization is touring univer- edu.
sities to inform students about
the severity of the situation.
"It's important for Winona
State' students to know what's
going on so close to our borders," said Tamara Berg, Winona State women and gender
studies director.

The Taste You've Been Craving

Now Delivers!
4 -7 pm ,
7 days a week
Need minimum of $10.00 purchase .

619 Huff St. - Winona
Phone 507-452-1170
Fax 507-453-7887

Buy One Burrito and get.
I the Second Burrito for I

I Only $2.99 1
choice of chicken, beef, prok and/or
rice
I
I
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Continued from Page 1

at Winona State's Performing
Arts Center Main Stage.
The play focuses on Vivian
Bearing, Ph.D., a renowned
professor of English who spent
years studying and teaching the
sonnets of John Donne. Bearing is diagnosed with terminal
ovarian cancer and she reassesses her life and her work
through humor and wisdom
during her stay in an experimental chemotherapy program
at a major hospital.
Director Bratt chose the play
for several reasons.
"It was a combination of
who we had available to take

on the roles and what sort of address of the audience and
play would be challenging for how much Vivian is aware that
them," Bratt said. "This play she is in a hospital."
seemed to give quite a few
Although the play includes
roles for students with little hard-hitting emotional weight,
performing experience and also Bratt said that it also has a few
challenge the ones who have jokes to lighten the mood.
performed in the past."
"There is a lot of humor in
The aspect of time is also the play," Bratt said. "People
manipulated throughout the die and it's a matter of how one
play, said Bratt.
deals with that—the play ad"I really enjoy doing plays dresses this in a very humane
that fool around with time and sort of way."
when they are very aware of the
Massie also found an amusaudience and the fact that it is ing side to her character, Viva play being performed," Bratt ian.
said. 'Wit' plays games with
niiNs :Ss '%•,",W
that relationship through direct
§
,
?O&M,

"It's interesting how Vivian
works in moments of irony,"
Massie said. "Her sense of humor is a lot different than typical comedic characters."
Director Bratt said that although no morals are set out,
the audience might leave the
performance questioning their
own actions.
"Vivian Bearing uses the poetry of John Donne to raise important issues and to joust with
them, but she never resolves
them," Bratt said. "How do we
live our lives? The play doesn't

give an answer but it certainly
raises the question."
The box office opens Oct.
11-13 and Oct. 16-20 from
noon to 5 p.m. Tickets are $5
for Winona State students and
senior citizens and $7 for the
general public. Tickets can also
be purchased one hour before
each performance begins. For
more information, contact the
box office at 507-457-5235.

Reach Kate Weber at winonan@winona.edu .
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Senior theater major Meggan Massie who plays cancer
patient Vivian Bearing in "Wit" is diagnosed by Dr. Kelekian
played by freshman theater major Jason Raleigh.

Police Department
recruits students

On Oct. 24 the Arizona Police Department will come to
Winona State University to administer recruitment tests.
The first is a written test. If
students pass the written portion, they can move on to the
second phase, which is a physical agility test.
The test will be open to students from universities around
the region, but the primary focus is getting the word out to
Winona State students, especially beyond criminal justice.
Phoenix PD encourages students from every academic discipline to consider a career with
them as this makes for a more

diverse and enriched agency
with a variety of expertise.
The Phoenix Police Department intends to hire over 300
law enforcement officers before July 2007.
Phoenix Police Department
has nearly 3000 law enforcement officers and nearly 1000
civilian employees. The department serves one of the fastest growing metropolitan areas
in the country.
To enroll in the test visit
http://www.ci.phoenix.az.us/
POLICE/ and click on the
"Midwest Testing in October"
link on the right side of the
page.
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Winona Eco Challenge not just a competition
Kai Oehler
WINONAN
If 8 a.m. classes and mid-

night essays are not enough for lenge could always compete in
Winona college students, those the Winona Eco Challenge, to
who want the ultimate chal- be held Oct.15.
The event's
itinerary: run,
canoe, run,
bike, rappel,
bike, run, navigate, run.
Participants
will start from
Lake Park
Lodge, run up
Garvin Heights
Road, circle
behind Sugar
Loaf Mountain
and eventually loop back
to the starting
line.
The event
is considered
a race, said
Shanna Hansen, a Winona
State
recreation
major
in charge of
promoting the
event.
"But
it's
not just for the
competition,"
Hansen said.
She said
the first thing
to cross her
mind when she
crossed the finish line was, "I
completed it!"
"It's not for
everyone, but
it's for fun."
Hansen said.
The Eco

Apply online by Dezember 31, 9006
and p-ty no application feel

Challenge is "a triathlon with
more extreme, less well-known
sports," she said.
"Everyone knows about biking, canoeing."
Hansen said people might
not know about rappelling,
which she described as climbing in reverse down the side of
a cliff.
She said people might also
not not know about navigating,
which is an event where participants hunt for directions using
only compasses.
Recreation and tourism
professor Dave Wright said
students who are unwilling to
trust other students with their
personal safety in events such
as rappelling shouldn't worry
because the Eco Challenge is
heavily supervised.
Wright said students "just
have to provide the balance and
the gravity.".
What students should consider is their tolerance for extreme excitement.
In its second year, the Winona Eco Challenge was the
brainchild of Wright and Dave
Moss, a student from the recreation program.
Wright said he shaped the
Eco Challenge to include his
"bias toward environmental
studies."
Moss proposed giving it an
athletic side.
Wright said the event has
potential even though it's still
in the developing stage.
Wright said he hopes for
more community involvement
in the future.
He suggested that the fire

and police departments and local businesses compete.
"It's not a hard-core competition," Wright said, "it's a social recreation."
Hansen said students don't
need prior experience to participate in the Eco Challenge.
The competition is offered to
all Winona community members over the age of 18.
Teams must be co-ed to be
considered for any of the prizes, including free stays in hotel
suites and gift certificates.
Hansen said everyone who
participates will receive a
prize. The Eco Challenge is part
of the practicum portion of the
recreation programming class
and is exclusively organized by
students.
Mikka Rose, a participant
from last year, now in charge of
the event's safety, said the Eco
Challenge was a lot of fun and
that she would participate again
if she wasn't in the class
"The biggest accomplishment is finishing the race—
running up Garvin—I wasn't a
runner, but I could [manage],"
Rose said.
"Have fun," Rose said, "do
something you have never
done."
Interested parties can sign
up by filling out the registration
forms outside Memorial 128,
or print a form from the "www.
winona.edu/per."
Reach Kai Oehler at
KEOehler2681@winona.edu .
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'The Guardian' keeps Roberts on the edge of his seat
Jonathan Roberts
WINONAN
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I went into this movie thinking it was the one about the
kung-fu guy from Thailand who
kicks butt to get his elephants
back. I was super pumped.
But apparently that movie is
called "The Protector." I saw
"The Guardian." I hope you can
see how I was easily mistaken.
I want to mention that for the
last few times I've gone to see
a movie in theaters, two people
have accompanied me: my girlfriend and my friend Dan.
Dan is a nice guy, in fact one
of the nicest and most genuinely awesome people that I
know. We usually sit in the order of girlfriend, me, and Dan
because it somehow makes it
less awkward that way. We've
been told by several people that
we make a cute trio.
The point is, Dan didn't
come this time and it's probably for the best. This was an

awesome date movie.
After I got over the surprise
of mixing up the names of the
movies I collected my wits and
realized, "Crap, I heard this
movie sucked," and then pouted for a few minutes.
I went to go check when
"The Protector" was playing
so that maybe we could just
hop theaters, but it turns out
that it's not even playing at the
Winona 7. So I stuck it out. It
didn't suck; it was actually really good.
"The
Guardian,"
starring Kevin Costner as Senior
Chief Ben Randall and Ashton
Kutcher as recruit Jake Fischer,
follows the story of the United
States Coast Guard's elite team
of rescue divers.
These guys are bad asses.
These are the guys that go in
when the Navy pulls out. To
call them anything but heroic
would be disrespectful. Their
records are kept by how many
people they save, not by how
many they kill.
Veteran rescue diver Ben
Randall (Costner) loses his
crew in a terrible accident
while trying to save the crew
members of a sinking cargo
ship and is asked to take time
off from diving to train the new
rescue diver recruits at a nearby
facility.
Jake Fischer (Kutcher), the
new recruit, is an All-American
high school swim star who denied Ivy League offers to join
the Coast Guard and become a
rescue diver.
At the first briefing, Fischer
notices all of the competitive
records are held by Randall and
publicly promises to break all
of them, before he is introduced
to his new instructor, the winner of the awards, Senior Chief
Randall.
Character-driven, the rest of
the movie follows the new re-

emits' journey through a wet,
frozen hell to graduation day,
when they get their badges and
their new- assignments.
It focuses on the relationship of Randall and Fischer and
their struggle to accept each
other: two very similar people
at different stages in life, one a
man refusing to let go, and the
other a boy trying to make up
for his past.
I was expecting some really
cheesy lines, but to my enjoyment I was thoroughly disappointed. Nothing was forced,
all the awkward moments
were realistically awkward and
even the predictable parts were
cheese-free.
There were indeed some

predictable parts, though, as the
movie followed a pretty stereotypical "coming of age" plotline. It was well-written and
convincingly delivered by the
cohesive duo of Kostner and
Kutcher. They kept me totally
engrossed and on the edge of
my seat from the time Fischer
arrived at camp and they made
their mutual respect of superior
officer and aspiring protégé
style of friendship very believable.
Remember "Top Gun"? If
you liked that movie, then you
will probably want to check
out "The Guardian." As an
added bonus, Kutcher's character even sports some aviator
sunglasses very reminiscent of

Tom Cruise..
I would not suggest this as
a "big group" kind of movie; it
would definitely be better suited for a theater full of couples
and USCG vets.
If you're looking for a movie
to go to with a group of friends,
the Winona 7 Theaters just
started showing "Little Miss
Sunshine," which I reviewed a
few weeks ago. Or, there's the
one about Thai kung-fu and
prized elephants which I've
still yet to see—"The Protector"—not "The Guardian."
Reach Jonathan Roberts at
JPRobert1732@winona.edu .

IF YOU SAVE A HERO WHAT DOES THAT MAKE YOU?

U.S. AIR FORCE
CROSS INTO THE BLUE

More men and women on the front lines are surviving life-threatening injuries than ever before
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for one reason: We have the most elite nurses in the world. As a U.S. Air Force nurse, you receive the
most advanced training and have access to the best medical technology on the planet. And whether
you're treating Airmen on foreign soil or their families on bases here in the U.S., you can put all of that
training to use. If you're interested in learning more about a better place to practice medicine, call or
visit us online.

1- 800- 588- 5260 • AIRFORCE.COM/HEALTHCARE
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Hot Food
Cold Beverages • Coffee
Healthy Choices • Pizza • Sandwiches
Snacks • Fresh Milk • Fruit • More!

Making it freak for you.

No-Fee* ATM

*No service fees are charged by our stores.
Individual cardholder fee may still apply.
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$
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Hot Dogs only $1.00!

(Cheddarwurst, Jalapeno, Brats & Polish)
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of purchase. Not good with any other offer, *count; or
wawa. Good at the VAnona, MN Kwik Trip stores only.
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Men's golf wins NSIC
Scott Swanson
WINONAN
The Winona State University
men's golf team captured its fourth
consecutive Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference title at Pebble Creek
Golf Course in Becker, Minn.
Freshman Brady Strangstalien and
senior Bret Toftness led the way for
the Warriors, finishing in first and
second-place. Strangstalien shot a
36-hole total
of 142 while
Toftness shot
a one-underpar 143. The
team shot a
587 two-day
total.
"It
feels
excellent,"
Strangstalien
Winona State
coach Robert
Newberry said of the championship.
"It was an uphill battle this fall and
we struggled a little bit before this
weekend, but the guys showed fantastic resilience."
On the second and deciding day
of play, winds were gusting up to
45 miles per hour, but the Warriors
maintained their composure to shoot
a 299. The next best team shot a 317.
Strangstalien was also named the
NSIC player of the year.
"He's a very solid player," New-

Women secure lead
3

Scott Swanson
WINONAN

L

Use this coupon to get
5S off per gallon on your
next purchase of quality
Kwik Trip gasoline!

Doss NOT Include diesel. Limit Stoll per gallon per coupon per visit.
Coupon may not be transferred, copied, duplicated orliucecl. Must be
presented to cashier at time of purchase. Not good with any other offers,
discounts or combos. Good at the Winona, MN Kwlk Trip stores only.
Expires 12-31-06.
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berry said. "He plays down the middle
and has an excellent short game. He's
very good at keeping his composure.
We're looking for some great things
from him in the future."
Seniors Bret Toftness and Matt Horel
provided leadership for the Warriors
"during the win. Horel finished tied for
11th with a 157.
"They help everybody stay focused,"
Newberry said. "They are the leaders of
this team."
For Toftness, it was his fourth straight
NSIC title and his fourth straight allconference appearance.
"What a great player," Newberry said.
"What can you say—four years all-conference and four conference championships. That speaks loads by itself."
Newberry was named the NS IC coach
of the year, but he was quick to give the
credit to his team.
"It's a great honor, but the five guys
out on the course make that happen,"
Newberry said.
With the NSIC championship, the
Warriors qualified for the NCAA Division II tournament next spring. The regional tournament, played in May, will
decide who will get a shot at the national
championship.
"Our goal is to get back to the national championship," Newberry said.
"That's a huge battle. The region will
have 10 or 12 very good teams. We'll
have to play our best. We'll spend April
getting ready for that."

Halfway through the Northern Sun
Intercollegiate Conference championship tournament, the Winona State
University women's golf team sat
atop the standings.
After a slow start, the Warriors finished with a two-day total of 657 at
Pebble Creek Golf Course in Becker,
Minn.—two strokes ahead of secondplace Upper Iowa University.
"They shot their lowest score of
the year on the first day," Winona
State coach Robert Newberry said.

"They were 14 strokes down and in
fourth place, but shot a 315 on the second day to take over first-place. They've
done a very good job this fall."
Megan Proshek won medal honors
for the Warriors after shooting a 153.
Nikki Wilson finished in third place
with a 156.
Winona State has compiled an impressive record of 24-1 in head-to-head
competition this fall. The Warriors are
currently ranked No. 1 in the North Region.
The second half of the NSIC championship will be completed in the spring
on a site and date to be determined.

Warriors topple Dragons
Chandler MacLean
WINONAN
The Winona State University
football team didn't disappoint
the season-high crowd of 4,235
on hand at Maxwell Field for
Homecoming last Saturday.
The No. 20 Warriors held
off Minnesota State-Moorhead
for a 32-19 win and held on to
a first place tie in the Northern
Sun Intercollegiate Conference.
The running game accounted
for all four Winona State touchdown s .
Sophomore
running
back
Carey
Rottman ran
for three
scores,
Rottmann
a 2-yard
fake
pass
end around, a six-yard run up
the middle and a 25-yard slashing, cutback in the fourth quarter that sealed the victory. Junior running back Alex Wiese
scored his third touchdown of
the season, a 4-yard plunge on
the game's opening possession.
The Warriors (5-1, 3-0)
hadn't had a touchdown run by
a running back since week one.
The four rushing scores against
the Dragons (2-4, 0-4) doubled
the Warriors' season rushing
touchdown total.
"It was something we focused on this week," Wiese said
of the rushing attack. "We practiced hard and we just capitalized on the defense they ran."
Rottman joined a growing
list of Warriors who've received
an NSIC Player of the Week
Award. Rottman earned the
offensive honor for his threetouchdown performance. He is
the sixth different Warrior to receive the offensive or defensive

honor this season, not including
Drew Aber and John Tackmann
garnering preseason awards.
Mike Salerno hit a 37-yard
field goal and Justin Moreland
hauled in a two-point conversion pass from Aber after Rottman's final score, to round out
the scoring for Winona State.
"We're obviously progressing," Wiese said of the Warriors' offense. "We're nowhere
near where we need to be but
you never really are. There's always places to improve, so you
just keep on working and take it
one week at a time."
Wiese had 16 carries for 113
yards and a touchdown. Rottman
had eight carries and doubled
his season rushing total with 68
yards to go along with his three
scores. Rottman was also the
Warriors leading receiver with
three catches for 41 yards. Aber
finished 13 of 23 for 146 yards
and an interception that was returned for a touchdown midway
through the second quarter.
Defensively, which outside
of the North Dakota loss has yet
to allow 20 points in a game,

also came up with game-changing plays.
After a second-quarter defensive pass interference call
on Winona State, the Dragons
had a first-and-goal on the Warriors 2-yard line. Two running
back dives and two quarterback
sneaks later, the Dragons were
held out of the end zone.
Junior linebacker Marcus
LaBadie came up with a fourthquarter interception to put an
end to a nine-play, 49-yard
Dragons drive. Tackmann had
another interception nullified by
a pass interference call.
"Every day we practice turning the ball over," LaBadie said.
"Our goal is to get two turnovers
a game."
The Warriors play a pair pivotal road games before their
next game at home. The WSU
travels to Northern State (2-4,
1-2) on Saturday, and Bemidji
State (4-2, 3-0) the week after.
BSU is tied with Winona State
for first place in the NSIC.
"The main thing were focused on right now is take it one
week at a time," Wiese said.

Res Campus
Apartments
Quality off-campus housing
since 1988
enting for the 20072008 school year
eginning October 200

AMENITIES:

Check our our Website:

-Internet in each bedroom
-1 block off-campus
-off-street parking
-laundry facilities
-well-maintained
-dishwashers
-central A/C
-soft water
-decks

pjscampusapartments.com
for info, availability, & pictures
Locally owned & operated
Office: (507) 453-0544
Home: (507) 452-6638
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Laundry
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dry. We have 42 single-load
ashers, 5 triple-loaders,
and 26 dryers to get you
in and out quickly...so you
have more freedom to enjoy
our day.

Huff Junction
Building
•
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A Winona State defender makes a tackle during Saturday's
32-19 win over Moorhead. The Warriors defense held the
Dragons to just two touchdowns in the win.

soft water
air conditioned
tv lounge
study area
snack/ beverage
vending

Open 365 days
7 am - midnight
577 Huff St.
(507) 453-0544
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It's not easier to quit smoking after college. It's harder.
Research shows most college grads who smoke find it harder to quit after college...not easier.
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Sutton leads Warriors to fourth straight win
Matt Huss
WINONAN

ry in a scary moment during last
Sunday's victory over Wayne
State. However, the junior midfielder
The Winona State Univerfound
sity women's soccer team exa good
tended its winning streak to
way to
four games with a pair of 1-0
overvictories over Northern Sun Income
tercollegiate Conference foes
the
pain
Minnesota State Moorhead and
in her
Concordia-St. Paul.
leg this
Reigning NSIC offensive
w
e ekplayer of the week Holly SutSutton
e
n
d—
ton gave herself a good chance
s h e
to repeat this week, as she reused
her
head.
corded both scores for the War"Holly scored on a semi-divriors and picked up her fourth
ing
header (on Saturday), but
goal in as many games.
Sutton had been nursing a she totally laid out for a header
sprained ankle for the past three to score against Concordia,"
weeks and had to be helped off Winona State coach Ali Omar
the field after tweaking the inju- said. "It was one of the best

goals I've seen in a long, long
time. She basically flew at that
ball—it was a sweet goal."
Sutton's eventual game-winner against Moorhead came
5:49 into the second half with
an assist from Annie Lauterer,
and the winner against Condordia came at the 29:19 mark on
a cross-field pass from Amelia
Kasten.
Winona State's defense, led
by last week's NSIC defensive
player of the week, Christine
Beatty, and two-time NSIC
defensive player of the week,
goalkeeper Amanda Dielmi,
held Moorhead and Concordia
to a combined total of just 14
shots and five shots on goal.
Diehm earned her fourth
straight shutout and has not

allowed a goal in the past 389
minutes and 53 seconds.
"Diehm really wasn't tested;
she didn't have to hit the ground
once," Omar said. "It's a team
defense and it starts from the
top. We made some mistakes,
but other players picked it up.
That's why it's a team sport.
"For our defense to get two
shutouts on the road is just what
we needed. We know we're capable of doing it at home, but
we needed to do it on the road
as well."
The wins put the Warriors
(8-4-2, 5-0-1) in prime position
to win the NSIC title and earn
homefield advantage throughout the conference tournament,
as every other team in the conference has at least two losses.

"Basically, if we win Saturday it doesn't make a difference what we do in the next two
games, because we'll have the
conference and we'll host the
conference tournament," Omar
said. "But we want to win every
game because we want to make
the NCAA tournament."
After being ranked No. 10
in last week's National Soccer
Coaches Association of America Division II Central Region
Poll, Winona State dropped out
of the top 10. this past week, despite going 2-0.
"I'm not even thinking about
that stuff," Omar said. "Our
goals right now are to win the
conference and the conference
tournament. Everything else
will play itself out."

.

Warriors win five straight
Adam Stanek
WINONAN
The Winona State University
volleyball team was looking for
redemption last weekend when
they traveled to Moorhead,
Minn. for its second Northern
Sun Intercollegiate Conference
crossover of the season.
The Warriors finished 1-3
in the first NSIC crossover and
knew that they had to play well
at this crossover to rebound
from a two-game losing streak.
As a response, the Warriors
went 4-0 on the weekend.
"We just showed that we are
top four material in the conference," Winona State sophomore

Rudi Balich said.
The first match-up of the
crossover came against Minnesota-Crookston.
The Warriors swept the
Golden Eagles 30-16, 30-25,
and 30-22.
In their second match of the
day, the Warriors beat Northern
State 3-1—a big improvement
over the last meeting between
the two teams, when Northern
State won 3-0.
Northern State took the first
game 30-28, but Winona State
rebounded strongly by outscoring the Wolves 30-24, 30-21,
and 30-25 in the next three
games.
On the next day of the crossover, Winona State tallied wins
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against Bemidji State (3-0) and
the University of Mary (3-2).
After losing the first two
games to Mary, Winona State
won by scores of 30-26 and 3021 and 15-11 in the next three.
Lisa Dobie had a doubledouble as she led the Warriors
(16-10, 7-6) with 59 assists and
17 digs.
Winona State moved into a
tie for fourth in the NSIC with
MSU-Moorhead.
Winona State carried the
momentum back home, as they
swept Saint Mary's Monday to
clinch a fifth straight win.
The win tied the - school record- for most wins in a year.
The Warriors will look to
break the record Saturday when

they host Concordia-St. Paul,
the No. 7 team
in the nation.
"We've got
things to improve on, but
we have nothing
to lose (against
Concordia),"
Winona State
coach Connie
Mettille said "If
we want to be the
best, you have to
play against the
best."
Reach
Adam at
AJStanek7497@
winona.edu
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Winona State freshman Carmen Stankows.
ki (2) tips the ball during a match against
Saint Mary's. The Warriors won 3-0.
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